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Abstract 

With the rapid development of nano-polishing technology, ultra-precise micro-nano 

components require tighter tolerances for the surface engineering of the Invar alloy.  

Due to its low hardness and high chemical activity, it is a challenge to reveal the nano-

polishing mechanism experimentally. In this work, we studied the effect of polishing 

parameters on the nano-polishing properties of Invar by molecular dynamics simulation, 

and experiments were conducted to verify the simulation results. Our findings indicate 

that higher polishing speed and shallower polishing depth with optimized rolling torque 

can lead to a reduction of the subsurface damage layer thickness as well as an 

improvement in polishing efficiency and surface quality. The nano-polishing 

mechanism is revealed, showing that effective removal occurs only in the plowing 

regime and the cutting regime, which require sufficient rolling and sliding depths, 

respectively. Furthermore, an analytic removal theory was developed that excellently 

describes and predicts the polishing behavior of Invar. This work provides a guideline 
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for improving the polishing precision, surface quality, and material removal efficiency 

for Invar work pieces. 

Keywords: Nano-polishing; Subsurface damage layer; Invar alloy; Molecular dynamics 

simulation 
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1. Introduction 

Since discovered by Guillaume in 1897 [1], Invar, an Fe65Ni35 alloy with a face 

centered cubic (FCC) structure and extremely low or no coefficient of thermal 

expansion in a wide temperature range [2, 3], has attracted extensive research interest 

in recent years. In addition to an intriguing thermal expansion coefficient, its many 

extraordinary properties, such as excellent fatigue resistance and mechanical properties 

in low temperature environments, good ductility and strong toughness [4] together 

make Invar one of the most promising candidates for applications in aerospace 

engineering, precision instruments/tools, optical components and composite molds [5]. 

All these applications not only require outstanding mechanical performance, but also 

call for ultra-precise machining and high surface quality of the materials. Usually, a 

series of processing techniques such as cutting, grinding, lapping, or nano-polishing, 

are carried out to achieve an ultra-smooth surface of Invar [6, 7]. However, surfaces 

with high precision and few defects are difficult to obtain in Invar due to its low 

hardness and high chemical reactivity, making processing inefficient and costly. 

Therefore, understanding the material removal mechanism in a nano-polishing process 

is of vital importance for guiding low-damage machining and achieving high precision 

surfaces on Invar. 

Aiming at improving the processing quality of materials, great efforts have been 

made to deepen the understanding of their processing behavior [8-11]. Among all these 

methods, high-speed polishing has emerged as a powerful and effective approach for 

achieving high surface quality of components [12]. However, the material removal and 
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damage behavior during the nano-polishing process cannot be predicted by traditional 

processing theories, and modern experimental techniques are inadequate to reveal the 

underlying deformation behavior, leaving the optimization of process parameters to 

achieve ultra-precision machining without effective guidance [13]. Molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulations have been proven to be a powerful tool to investigate the material 

removal mechanism at atomic scale. The effects of polishing speed [14-16], polishing 

depth [17-20], rotating velocity [21, 22], grain size [23, 24], normal pressure [25-27] 

and crystal orientation [28] on the surface quality of the work piece have been 

systematically investigated based on MD simulations. Zhang et al. [29] studied the 

effects of grinding depths and speeds on the subsurface damage layer (SDL). The results 

showed that quantities of defects exist in the subsurface and the SDL is more sensitive 

to grinding depth than grinding speed. Li et al. [30] investigated the key influencing 

factors for subsurface damage and material removal, including tool speeds, tool radius, 

depth of cut, crystal orientation and grinding directions of copper. It was found that a 

higher grinding speed, a larger tool radius or a larger depth of cut would result in more 

chips and a greater temperature rise in the copper work piece, and a higher speed, a 

smaller tool radius, or a smaller depth of cut will reduce the damage thickness and 

improve the smoothness of surface. Meng et al. [31] found that the strain rate and 

thermal softening directly affect the amount of material removed and the formation of 

surface damage of silicon carbide. Yang et al. [21, 32] claimed that the self-rotation 

speed and sliding direction of the abrasive particle significantly affect the morphology 

and quality of the sample surface in ultra-precision mechanical polishing of 
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monocrystalline silicon and copper. Specifically, both the quantity and the volume of 

defects are the largest when the self-rotation velocity is equal to abrasive sliding 

velocity. However, these studies fell short of experimental validation, and there has 

been neither a systematical simulation study nor guiding theory of nano-polishing 

process for Invar.  

In this work, MD simulations were conducted to reveal the material removal 

behavior of Invar, and corresponding experiments with spindle rotation polishing were 

also adopted to verify the simulations. The effects of polishing mode (particle sliding 

or rolling), polishing speed and depth on the deformation characteristics and material 

removal of Invar were investigated. With an emphasis on the effects of motion of the 

abrasive particle, an insightful understanding of the sub-nanoscale deformation 

behavior and wear mechanisms in the nano-polishing process is also provided in the 

present work. The proposed nano-polishing mechanism and model can provide a basis 

and technical support for the achievement of ultra-smooth and low-damage Invar 

surfaces, facilitating their wide applications in many significant fields. 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1. MD model 

In this study, the entire simulation process was conducted using the large-scale 

atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) [33]. The Open 

Visualization Tool (OVITO) [34] was utilized to show the structure. Dislocations were 

identified by the dislocation extraction analysis (DXA) [35, 36], and subsurface damage 

thickness (SDL) was visualized through common neighbor analysis (CNA) [37]. As a 
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simplification, the model composed of a single abrasive particle (diamond with radius 

of 20 Å) and the Fe65Ni35 monocrystal Invar alloy with a FCC structure was constructed 

as shown in Fig. 1(a). The sample contains 252000 atoms of which Fe atoms account 

for 65% and the rest are randomly distributed Ni atoms, and has dimensions of 

~24.86×10.66×10.66 nm3 along X-[100], Y-[010] and Z-[001], respectively. The 

interactions between Fe and Ni atoms were represented by the second nearest-neighbor 

modified embedded-atom-method (2NN MEAM) potential [38]. The Lennard-Jones 

potential was adopted to describe interactions between C–Fe and C–Ni atoms with εC–

Fe = 0.12 eV, σC–Fe = 2.71 Å, εC–Ni = 0.12 eV, and σC–Ni = 2.69 Å [39, 40], and the cutoff 

distance was set to 7 Å, while the interaction between C–C atoms in the diamond tool 

was ignored, as the abrasive particle is treated as a rigid body. The model was divided 

into three layers, namely the boundary layer, the thermostat layer and the Newtonian 

layer, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The boundary layer atoms (colored in red) were fixed to 

ensure the stability of the model. Through the velocity scaling method, the temperature 

of thermostat atoms (colored in blue) were maintained at 300 K to dissipate the heat 

generated during nano-polishing. The rest atoms in the Newtonian atoms (colored in 

yellow) followed the classical Newton’s second law [22].  

 

Fig. 1. (a) MD simulation model of the nano-polishing of Invar alloy and (b) movement state of 

the abrasive (sliding vs. rolling). 

At the beginning, the abrasive particle was placed 10 Å away from the left end of 
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the work piece. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in X and Y directions, while 

the bottom surface was fixed, and the top surface free. The simulation process consists 

of two stages: relaxation and nano-polishing. During the relaxation process, the entire 

model was relaxed at 300 K for 500 ps under the NPT ensemble to achieve equilibrium 

structure. In the nano-polishing process, an NVE ensemble was applied to the entire 

model, while only the temperature of the thermostat atoms was controlled. The 

movement of the abrasive can be divided into two components (i.e., sliding and rolling), 

as shown in Fig. 1(b). The sliding speed for the abrasive was 50, 100, 150 and 200 m s-

1, and the polishing depth h was set to be 5, 10, 15, and 20 Å to assess the various nano-

polishing mechanisms. In this study, relatively small values of polishing depth were 

chosen compared to previous reports to focus on nanoscale and sub-nanoscale polishing 

[41]. Besides, a rolling torque T of 0.5-2 eV (corresponding to a force of 4-16 × 10-5 

μN was applied to the abrasive as shown in Fig. 1(b)) was also assigned to the particle 

to consider the effect of rolling on the polishing behavior. During polishing, the sample 

does not stand still but features rolling and reciprocation motion [42], and the abrasives 

roll and slide to wear the work piece surface [43]. To simplify the rolling motion in the 

nanoscale, the abrasive is considered to move across the X-axis at 100 m s-1 

simultaneously as it rolls, as shown in Fig. 1(b). These input variables affect the 

abrasive-work piece interaction, including material removal, subsurface damage, and 

the temperature distribution. The final polishing results are determined by the 

synergetic action of the above process parameters. 

2.2. Experimental methods 

A rotary-type polishing machine (YM350A-03, Nanjing, China) was used in the 

Invar polishing experiments, and the schematic diagram of the polishing process is 

shown in Fig. 2. Cylindrical Invar samples with a diameter of 20 mm were used in this 
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study, and their original surface roughness Ra was approximately 50 nm. The polishing 

experiment was conducted at room temperature. The slurry with abrasive particles was 

prepared, and the polishing pressure and time were 30 N and 10 min, respectively. The 

spindle rotation speed was scaled down in proportion (V: 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2500 

r/h) to the simulated speed to study the sliding speed effect on the surface roughness Ra 

and material removal rate (MRR). 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagrams of nano-polishing setup. 

The surface topography and roughness were measured using a 3D optical surface 

profiler with a scanning area of 100 µm × 200 µm (NPFLEX, Bruker, USA). The MRR 

was obtained from the volume loss of material before and after polishing. Both the 

results were the average value of 5 areas that were evenly distributed over the sample 

surface, and error bars were based on standard deviation. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 MD simulations in nano-polishing 

3.1.1. Effect of polishing speed 

Sliding speed is the main parameter that affects the machined surface integrity 

during processing, and its effect on the nano-polishing response is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Since the polishing force saturated to a stable stage and fluctuated only slightly after 

polishing for a certain distance (60-70 Å), the error bars were obtained from the standard 

deviation of the force curve during the stable stage. In Fig. 3(a), as the sliding speed 

increases, the transverse force and normal forces gradually increase, except for a slight 

drop of normal force at 200 m s-1. The temperature change of the Newtonian layer at 

various sliding speeds with the sliding distance ds is shown in Fig. 3(b). It can be seen 

that the temperature rises with the polishing distance, originating from extra kinetic 

energy produced by polishing [15]. The friction and strain energy released by the 

deformed region will be converted into polishing heat, resulting in higher deformation 

force and thermal energy when polished at a higher speed. Fig. 3(c) shows cross-section 

snapshots of the Invar alloy under various polishing speeds. The highest temperature is 

produced in the chip region and the abrasive trail region, originating from the friction 

energy at the abrasive-work piece interface and the plastic deformation occurring in the 

primary shear zone [44, 45]. As a result, the internal crystal structure of the work piece 

will be destroyed, and an SDL is formed.  The chip formation is caused by shearing, 

stress-driven dislocation motion and compressive stress-driven plastic deformation on 

the processed surfaces [46]. The work piece is strongly compressed as the abrasive 

moves, and a polishing chip is formed in front of the abrasive. In addition, the increase 

in the groove temperature caused by the increase in the polishing speed leads to 

shallower formed grooves. This is because the high temperature region of the groove 

leads to the thickening of the SDL, which is mainly amorphous, has a higher hardness 

than the work piece and is more wear-resistant. 
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Fig. 3. (a) The average polishing forces as a function of the polishing speed, (b) variation of the 

average temperature over polishing distance, and (c) the distribution of the temperature at a 

polishing distance of 180 Å for four different polishing speeds (h = 20 Å). 

The polishing quality can be evaluated in terms of the stacking height, surface 

roughness, SDL and disordered/amorphous atoms formed [30]. Fig. 4(a) displays the 

stacking height at different polishing speeds. During the polishing process, the atomic 

stacking height increases with the polishing distance, and the chip heights at the 

polishing distance of 180 Å is shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a). As the polishing speed 

increases, the maximum height of the chip first increases, and then begins to decrease 

again at a polishing speed of 150 m s-1. Fig. 4(b) shows the surface roughness and MRR 

at different polishing speeds. The surface roughness Ra is defined as 
1

N

i

i

h hδ
=

= −∑ , 
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where N represents the number of atoms on the groove surface, hi is the surface atom 

height along the polishing direction, and h  is the average topographic height of the 

grooved surface. The error bars are calculated from five different regions of the groove 

surface in the marked purple area, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b). As indicated in 

Fig. 4(b), the groove roughness first decreases and then increases with rising polishing 

speed. The removed material atoms are defined as the chip atoms above the original 

surface [47], and the MRR is the volume of the removed material atoms per unit time. 

As the polishing speed increases, the maximum height of the chip accumulated in front 

of the abrasive and the MRR increase accordingly due to the higher plasticity of the 

work piece at higher temperatures [20]. However, when the polishing speed is higher 

than 150 m s-1, the chip height decreases since more atoms in front of the abrasive flow 

back into the groove from the lateral sides. This leads to a decrease in MRR at higher 

polishing speed, indicating that blindly increasing the polishing speed cannot achieve a 

higher MRR [48], which is inconsistent with the report of Li et al. [49] where the 

stacking height was reduced, but the MRR consistently improved with increasing 

polishing speed.  
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Fig. 4. The variations of (a) the stacking height, (b) the MRR and surface roughness, (c) the 

percentage of work piece structure after nano-polishing, (d) the SDL thickness with the polishing 

speed. Atoms are colored according to CNA (FCC structure in green, amorphous atoms in gray, 

BCC structure in blue, and HCP structure in red) at a polishing distance of 180 Å and a polishing 

depth of 20 Å. 

Many studies [14, 31, 50] have focused on the observation of amorphous and other 

lattice changed atoms, while lacking the study of the original lattice changes. This paper 

starts from the original lattice (FCC) occupation ratio to better reflect the internal 

damage of the work piece. The crystal structure occupancy of the work piece atoms and 

the dependence of the SDL thickness after polishing on the abrasive speed is shown in 

Figs. 4(c) and (d). It can be seen that the work piece atoms after polishing are mainly 

of FCC and amorphous structure in Fig. 4(c). During polishing, the work piece under 

the abrasive is scratched, and the crystalline structure in the groove region is destroyed 

and transformed into an amorphous structure due to severe plastic deformation as 
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shown in the inset of Fig. 4(d). However, the amorphous structure formation in other 

regions is caused by thermal activation as the part of work done by the cutting and 

extrusion process of the abrasive is converted into internal energy [51]. Besides, after 

polishing, some atoms suffering elastic deformation can recover to their original 

structure, which indicates that the amorphous phase transition of Invar is partially 

reversible [19, 52].  

As shown in Fig. 4(c), the percentage of atoms in the amorphous state rises slightly, 

and the ratio of atoms in the FCC structure decreases slightly as the speed increases. 

This can be attributed to the heat-affected region of the work piece grows with the 

increase of polishing rate (see Fig. 3(c)). The SDL thickness is the distance from the 

surface of the workpiece to the lowest point of the continuous amorphous structure [53]. 

As shown in Fig. 4(d), the thickness of the SDL first increases with rising polishing 

speed, but as soon as the grinding speed is higher than 100 m s-1, the thickness of the 

SDL begins to decrease. The formation of an SDL mainly comes from the disruption of 

the FCC lattice in the subsurface layer, and in addition to the conversion of damaged 

FCC structures into amorphous states, there is a small portion of HCP and BCC 

structures indicating the dislocation behavior [47]. Meanwhile, the temperature increase 

at speeds of 50-100 m s-1 promotes the formation of defects, but the speed of 150-200 

m s-1 is too fast for defects to form in time, resulting in a reduced subsurface damage 

layer at the highest considered speed [23]. These results confirm that the abrasive can 

have an optimum polishing speed that combines the best removal efficiency with the 

best surface quality.  

3.1.2. Effect of rolling torque 

In addition to the effect of sliding speed, in real polishing processes, the rolling 

motion of the abrasives significantly affects the polishing quality [54, 55]. In order to 
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provide a more comprehensive understanding of the polishing behavior, in this section, 

MD simulations are conducted to elucidate the effect of rolling torque on the surface 

quality, surface/subsurface damage, and MRR when polishing Invar. 

The rolling motion of the abrasive is set up with a torque applied on the basis of 

sliding motion as shown in Fig. 1(b). During the rolling movement, both the average 

transverse force and normal force decrease as the rolling torque increases, as shown in 

Fig. 5(a). The average temperature of the work piece increases with the torque and the 

polishing distance, as shown in Fig. 5(b). During the progress of the polishing process, 

severe stresses accumulate, leading to the collapse of structure and the release of strain 

energy, accompanying a rapid rise in work piece temperature, a similar outcome to 

Nguyen et al. [56]. Then, the temperature reaches a state of dynamic equilibrium as 

shown in Fig. 5(b). On the other hand, the temperature rise in the work piece is 

dependent on the rolling torque. In Fig. 5(c), it can be seen that high temperature zones 

exist on both the leading and the trailing ends of the abrasive, and that they are 

considerably larger than that for the pure sliding motion in Fig. 3(c), which might 

originate from a stirring effect of the abrasive [56]. 
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Fig. 5. (a) The curves of the average polishing force, (b) variation of the average temperature, and 

(c) the distribution of the temperature at a polishing distance of 180 Å under different rolling 

torques (V = 100 m s-1, h = 20 Å). 

Fig. 6(a) shows the variation curve of the stacking height with the polishing 

distance under various rolling torques. The stacking height shows a decreasing trend 

with the increasing rolling torque. This is because in the polishing process, the work 

piece atoms adhering to the surface of the abrasive are forced back to the surface of the 

work piece again as they continue to roll with the abrasive. Fig. 6(b) shows the 

relationship of rolling torque to MRR and surface roughness. It can be seen that the 

MRR is negatively related to the rolling torque, and the optimum surface quality (with 

the lowest surface roughness) is obtained when the rolling torque is 1 eV, as shown in 
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Fig. 6(b). Compared with the pure sliding motion in Fig. 4(b), a greater MRR is 

produced at a rolling torque of 0.5 eV. The crystal structure occupancy of the work piece 

atoms and the thickness of the SDL with different rolling torques are compared in Figs. 

6(c) and (d). When the torque is added to the abrasive particle, the number of 

amorphous atoms and the thickness of SDL first show a decreasing trend followed by 

an increase, and the percentage of FCC structure atoms is almost the same as for pure 

sliding motion. The addition of torque can reflect the rolling friction in addition to 

sliding of the abrasive during the nano-polishing process. However, the effect of rolling 

friction is limited at a torque of 0.5 eV, and friction is still dominated by sliding. The 

sharp increase in the temperature inside the work piece expands the workpiece volume, 

resulting in a higher MRR and more severe SDL [21]. With the increase of the torque 

to 1 eV, the contribution of rolling exceeds the contribution of sliding in friction, leading 

to a reduction of interaction between the work piece and the abrasive. Hence, the 

polishing force and the SDL are significantly reduced. Further increasing the torque of 

the abrasive, the atomic movement intensifies due to the sharp increase in the local 

temperature of the work piece (Fig. 5(c)), destroying the original FCC structure and 

prompting more defects and amorphous regions in the SDL. Also, the surface is 

strongly stirred due to the adhesion phenomenon between the abrasive and the work 

piece atoms, generating some protrusions (raised parts on both sides of the groove) and 

asperities (roughness features within the groove). As a result, the groove is not as 

smooth as for sliding motion dominated polishing [56]. Based on the above, the best 

polishing quality of the work piece is obtained when the torque of the abrasive particle 

is approximately 1 eV.  
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Fig. 6. Various data diagrams at different rolling torques after a polishing distance of 180 Å (a) the 

variation curve of stacking height with the polishing distance, (b) the MRR and surface roughness, 

(c) the percentage of work piece structure after nano-polishing, and (d) variations of SDL 

thickness to the rolling torque. Atoms are colored according to CNA values (the FCC structure in 

green, the amorphous atoms in gray, the BCC structure in blue, and the HCP structure in red) at a 

polishing speed of 100 m s-1 and a polishing depth of 20 Å. 

3.1.3. Effect of polishing depth  

Finally, the removal depth of the abrasive is another important parameter that 

determines the surface quality, subsurface damage and MRR of Invar. At different 

polishing depths, the removal of work piece material can be classified into various 

regimes: non-wear regime, condensing regime, adhering regime, plowing regime and 

cutting regime [57]. In the non-wear regime, only elastic deformation is produced; the 

condensing regime corresponds to polishing at a slightly greater depth, but still without 

material removal; the adhering regime refers to atoms that are stuck to the abrasive and 

then removed; the plowing regime means that atomic clusters or pile-up are formed due 
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to plastic deformation; cutting regime features severe material removal in the form of 

chip formation. Fig. 7 shows the surface morphologies of the work piece at various 

polishing depths after a polishing distance of 180 Å at 100 m s−1. As shown in Figs. 

7(a1)-(a4), the surface morphology and wear regime changed significantly for different 

sliding depths. Different from the observation of Nguyen et al. [50], the non-wear 

regime does not appear in the sliding process of Invar although a same depth of 5 Å is 

adopted. The abrasive in this case generates a pile-up and a discontinuous groove, and 

the groove shows obvious evidence of elastic recovery. The formation of local grooves 

(blue regions) indicates a transition state between the plowing removal and the adhering 

regime. At a depth of 10 Å, the chip in front of the abrasive gradually increases and the 

work piece is strongly wiped out, showing a transition state between the plowing 

removal and the cutting regime. At depths of 15 Å and 20 Å, it can be readily observed 

that a large number of the surface chips are formed in front of the abrasive and on the 

lateral sides of the groove, indicating a cutting regime. 

In summary, as the polishing depth increases, the length and width of the groove, 

the chips accumulated in front of the abrasive, and the lateral flow gradually increase. 

Eventually a horseshoe-shaped accumulation forms in front of the abrasive particles. In 

order to reveal the underlying reason for the formation of the surface stacking 

topography, we discuss it by the available slip directions of Invar in Fig. 7(c). During 

polishing along the [1 0 0] direction, all slip direction <1 1 0> for Invar was exactly 

symmetrical, as shown in Fig. 7(c). The schematic shows how different <1 1 0> slips 

act for the considered polishing systems to generate the surface pile-ups, and the slip 

vectors pointing downwards or backwards are omitted. For the [1 0 0] scratch direction, 

there are two slip directions that point upwards towards the surface and lead to lateral 

pile-up. One slip direction points directly into the forward direction, which leads to 
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frontal pile-up. They are perpendicular to the scratch directions and produce a 

horseshoe-like lateral pile-up pattern [40]. However, as the sliding depth increases, the 

stacking topography of the work piece appears slightly asymmetric due to the uneven 

plastic deformation of the work piece surface. Also, the corresponding dislocation 

distribution map of Fig. 7(a4) is shown schematically in Fig. 7(c). The atomistic and 

irregular nature of the dislocation nucleation and slipping processes can result in an 

uneven plastic zone around the abrasive and an slightly asymmetric surface [58, 59], 

which may affect the surface integrity of the work piece during the nano-polishing 

process. As shown in Fig. 7(c), the dislocations accumulate mainly in the [011] 

directions, resulting in a shift of the removed atoms in the direction of dislocation 

accumulation. Therefore, the removed atoms mainly accumulate at the right of the 

groove, which is confirmed in Fig. 7(a4). 

 

Fig. 7. Surface morphology at polishing depths of (a1)-(a4) 5, 10, 15 and 20 Å in sliding motion, 

and (b1)-(b4) 5, 10, 15 and 20 Å in the rolling motion (V = 100 m s-1, T = 1 eV), where atoms are 

colored according to their Z coordinate. (c) Synopsis of slip directions and dislocation distribution 

at the sliding depth of 20 Å in the polished work piece, where schematic large blue (small orange) 
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circles indicate the first (second) layer atoms, and black (red) lines indicate the atom (dislocation) 

stacking direction. 

For the rolling motion, however, an Invar specimen will experience different wear 

regimes in comparison with sliding motion. Figs. 7(b1)-(b4) show the surface 

morphologies of the work piece at different rolling depths when the polishing speed is 

100 m s−1 with the rolling torque of 1 eV. At 5 Å and 10 Å, the condensing and adhering 

regimes, respectively, dominate as there are only few atoms removed. At depths of 15 

Å and 20 Å, the plowing regime appears as more atoms wiped out. Compared to the 

sliding movement, as demonstrated in Fig. 7, the rolling motion requires a deeper depth 

to enter the plowing regime. 

In order to show the material removal effect more intuitively, the MRR and surface 

roughness at different sliding and rolling depths were summarized in Fig. 8(a). It can 

be seen that the MRR increases as the depths increase both in sliding and rolling motion. 

Generally, the sliding movement removed the work piece atoms more efficiently than 

the rolling movement. The sliding removal mechanism is similar to the cutting or 

plowing with the formation of a big cluster of pile-up or chips. In the rolling movement, 

the atoms are gradually transferred by the adhesion of the abrasive surface when it rolls 

over the work piece surface. Therefore, the removal capacity is limited by the contact 

area of the abrasive and the surface adhesion can be saturated [50, 54]. The surface 

roughness was shown in Fig. 8(a). As the polishing depth deepens, the surface 

roughness during sliding tends to increase first and then decrease, while the surface 

roughness during rolling keeps increasing. The roughness is relatively low at a 

polishing depth of 5 Å, where only one or two atomic layers are removed and no 
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obvious grooves and ridges are formed [48]. Different from refs [22, 60, 61], our work 

shows that the roughness of sliding is not always better than rolling. At polishing depths 

of 15 and 20 Å, more atoms of the work piece are removed by the adhesion effect of 

the abrasive in rolling motion, leading to an uneven and worse surface quality than for 

sliding motion. These results suggest that the surface quality can only be improved by 

adding an appropriate rolling torque.  

Fig. 8(b) shows the number of atoms in contact with the abrasive at different 

polishing depths, and the contact atoms are defined as atoms with a distance less than 

21/6 × σC-Ni from the abrasive [62]. It can be seen that the contact area is proportional to 

the polishing depth, while the difference in the number of atoms in contact with the 

abrasive in the sliding and rolling motion is not significant. Figs. 8(c) and (d) display 

the change in structure of the work piece and the thickness of the SDL. The results 

suggest that the percentage of amorphous atoms in the work piece and the thickness of 

the SDL are positively correlated with the polishing depths, while FCC structure atoms 

show the opposite trend. Besides, at polishing depths of 5 to 15 Å, the rolling motion 

gives rise to serious SDL formation, but the difference between sliding and rolling is 

minor for both amorphous and FCC structures. However, at a polishing depth of 20 Å, 

the contact area between the abrasive and the work piece increases as shown in Fig. 

8(b), and the area affected by the high temperature inside the work piece is much larger. 

The high friction force and temperature (0.18 μN, 495K in sliding motion and 0.10 μN, 

575K in rolling motion) at the work piece surface promote the avalanche of internal 

defects, leading to a collapse of crystal structure and an increase in the amorphous state 
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[51]. Furthermore, compared with the adjusting polishing speed and the rolling torque, 

reducing the polishing depth (or normal pressure) could be more effective in regulating 

the subsurface quality of the work piece. 

 

Fig. 8. The relationship of (a) MRR and surface roughness, (b) the amorphous/FCC atoms 

percentage, (c) the SDL thickness, and (d) the atomic number of contact area with the polishing 

distance of 180 Å at different sliding and rolling depths (V = 100 m s-1, T = 1 eV). 

3.2. Experiments 

Morphologies of surfaces, surface roughness Ra and MRR polished with different 

spindle rotation speeds are shown in Fig. 9. From the surface morphology images, it 

can be seen that the topographies of different spindle speeds exhibit similar patterns, 

and there are prominent wave crests and valleys on the polished surface. At low speeds, 

the grooves on the polished surface are wider and leave a certain amount of protrusion. 

At high speeds, the grooves formed are shallower, which is consistent with the 

simulation observations in Fig. 3(c). However, a detailed examination revealed that the 
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surface roughness tends to decrease first and then increase as the spindle speed 

increases as shown in Fig. 9(e), while the MRR shows an opposite tend in Fig. 9(f). 

Therefore, it can be concluded that a moderate speed is desired for achieving the highest 

MRR and smoothest surface when polishing Invar. The results of MRR and surface 

roughness observed in experiments (see Figs. 9(e) and (f)) are consistent with the results 

measured in the nano-polishing simulations. Although some researchers have 

questioned the MD simulations because the simulated polishing speeds are much higher 

than the experimental polishing speeds, these results demonstrate that MD simulations 

have practical significance for studying the behavior of atomic material removal during 

nano-polishing. During the speed-dependent abrasive polishing process, the abrasives’ 

movement at different polishing depths are also accompanied by rolling motions [42]. 

Therefore, as the experimental technique lacks any details about the variation of force, 

temperature and subsurface structure, the analysis of MD simulation results under 

different polishing speeds, torques and depths certainly has guiding significance for 

actual polishing.  
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Fig. 9. (a)-(d) Surface morphology of polished Invar using four different spindle rotation speeds, 

(e) surface roughness Ra, and (f) MRR. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Nano-polishing mechanism 

In order to study the atomistic material removal mechanism, the atomic trajectory 

of the topmost layers is tracked during the nano-polishing process, as shown in Fig. 10. 

Each surface layer was labeled with a different color, and the rest was set to the same 

modest gray. The snapshots in Fig. 10 show the atomic distribution at various polishing 
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(sliding and rolling) depths. Fig. 10(a1) indicates that two atomic layers are removed 

after sliding at a depth of 5 Å. When the polishing depth exceeds 5 Å, critical layers 

that are partially removed can be identified, e.g., light yellow for 10 Å, green for 15 Å 

and light blue for 20 Å, as shown in Figs. 10(a2)-(a4). Above this critical layer, all the 

atoms move upwards along the diamond tool edge to form a chip, while the atoms 

below are pressed downward to form a machined surface. Approximately four, six and 

nine layers of atoms were removed at polishing depths of 10, 15 and 20 Å respectively. 

For all the cases, it was found that the distance from the critical layer to the tool bottom 

was approximately 5–6 Å, indicating the minimum cutting thickness for the work piece, 

which is also the critical depth for transformation between cutting and plowing [48]. In 

addition, the groove depths after polishing are 3.5 Å, 7 Å, 12.5 Å and 17.7 Å for 

polishing depths of 5 Å, 10 Å,15 Å and 20 Å, respectively. Obviously, the groove depths 

are shallower than the polishing depth due to the elastic recovery of the work piece 

material.  

On the other hand, the atomic distributions within the work piece at different 

rolling depths are shown in Figs. 10(b1)-(b2). In Fig. 10(b2), only a few atoms are 

removed at a rolling depth of 5 Å, and the monoatomic layer removal only occurs at a 

polishing depth of 10 Å. With the rolling depth exceeding 10 Å in Figs. 10(b3) and (b4), 

pile-up occurs in front of the abrasive for the first time. Also, critical layers in yellow 

and dark green are identified at rolling depths of 15 and 20 Å, respectively. At rolling 

depths of 20 Å, the distance from the critical layer to the tool bottom is 10-11 Å, which 

is much larger than that in sliding motion. Besides, the pile-up height and groove depth 
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of rolling motions are shallower than the sliding case, exhibiting higher elastic 

deformation and lower material removal for the rolling motion. 

The wear mechanism at different depths as illustrated in Figs. 10(a5) and (b5). 

Point A indicates the transition point between the cutting and plowing regime in sliding 

motion, and the transition point between the plowing and adhering regime in the rolling 

motion [63]. Only when the polishing depth h is greater than the minimum cutting 

thickness hmin, pile-up or a chip can be formed [64], and the critical atomic layer at point 

A is either moved upward or pressed downward along the abrasive particles. To 

summarize, the chip is formed in the cutting regime in sliding motion and the pile-up 

is formed in the plowing regime in the rolling motion. 

 

Fig. 10. Atomic distribution of Invar alloy at different sliding depths with the polishing distance of 

180 Å and schematic diagram for wear mechanism: (a1)-(a5) sliding motion, and (b1)-(b5) rolling 

motion (V = 100 m s-1, T = 1 eV) 

To obtain insight into the deformation mechanism during nano-polishing and to 

understand the influence of polishing depth on the defect behavior, Fig. 11 shows the 
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instantaneous distribution of dislocations in the SDL for a range of sliding and rolling 

depths. It can be clearly seen that the SDL is mainly composed of Shockley dislocations 

and Stair-rod dislocations that are located beneath the amorphous layer. Hirth and other 

dislocations are found only at a sliding depth of 20 Å as shown in Fig. 11(b4). The 

dislocations initiate and propagate during nano-polishing, leaving behind an ever-

increasing SDL. Fig. 11 also shows the thickness of the SDL (gray area) at the later 

stage of polishing at different polishing depths. It can be clearly seen from the figure 

that there is a significant difference in the thickness of SDL between the sliding and 

rolling motion. At a polishing depth of 5 to 15 Å, the thickness of the SDL produced by 

sliding motion is shallower, but at a polishing depth of 20 Å, the trend is the reversed. 

This is because the rolling motion severely impacts the work piece in addition to 

plowing when the polishing depth is low. Since the rolling mechanism tends to push 

the work piece atoms downward, causing the location of its high-stress zones to be 

located mainly directly below the abrasive, the high-stress zones of the work piece in 

the rolling motion reach higher values than the high-stress zones for pure sliding motion. 

Thus, this complex stress state accelerates the collapse of the surface structure and the 

formation of an amorphous region.  
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Fig. 11. The distribution of dislocations in Invar at a sliding velocity of 100 m s-1 for various 

polishing depths under sliding and rolling motion: (a1-a4) depths of 5, 10, 15 and 20 Å, (b1-b4) 

depths of 5, 10, 15 and 20 Å with a rolling torque of 1 eV. (c) Variation curve of dislocation line 

length with the distance under different polishing depths 

However, when the abrasive penetrates the work piece deeper, the particle impact 

effect on surface is significantly reduced. In this case, the rolling will weaken the 

plowing effect, as it will push front atoms downward, leading to a reduced material 

removal (Fig. 10(b4)). For pure sliding motion without rolling, more irreversible 

damage is extended into the interior of the work piece, resulting in some unrecoverable 

dislocations and larger SDL. Also, the variety and number of dislocations are much 

greater than for the rolling motion as shown in Figs. 11(a4) and (b4). A statistical 

analysis of dislocation features under various polishing depths is shown in Fig. 11(c). 

Fig. 11(c) plots the change of the dislocation length over the polishing distance for 

various polishing depths. It can be seen that the dislocation length is positively 

correlated with the polishing depth, which can be ascribed to two aspects. On one hand, 

the deformed region increases with the polishing depth, and on the other hand, the 
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internal temperature and energy of the work piece gradually increase, leading to more 

intensified nucleation and expansion of dislocations, so the dislocation density 

increases. Moreover, at smaller polishing depths (5 Å and 10 Å), the removal regime of 

the abrasive is similar and the removal rate of the work piece is lower, so fewer 

dislocations are generated in sliding and rolling motion, leading to a high-quality 

surface. When the polishing depth increases to 15 and 20 Å, the dislocation line length 

shows a tendency to increase first, then decrease, and finally stabilize. This is because 

the plowing regime is the main removal mechanism under this condition, and the rise 

in temperature promotes the nucleation of dislocations, resulting in an increased 

dislocation density. In the later stage of polishing, the annihilation of dislocations in the 

center of the groove and the accumulation of dislocations at the abrasive front. More 

dislocations are annihilated in the grooves than are newly created in front of the 

abrasive, resulting in a decrease of the total dislocation density, which is in accordance 

with the results of Gao et al. [40]. Besides, at polishing depths of 5, 10, and 15 Å, the 

dislocation length gradually saturates to a similar value as the polishing distance 

approaches 180 Å. At a polishing depth of 20 Å, sliding motion leads to a higher 

dislocation density than rolling motion. 

4.2. Analytical model 

Generally, the transverse force would provide shear stress to enable dislocation 

movement within the deformation zone, while the normal force produces the 

compressive stress on the processed surface [65]. Fig. 12 presents the average polishing 

forces at various depths of 5-20 Å and at a polishing rate of 100 m s-1. In general, the 

friction force mainly depends on the plowing force and the adhesion force. The deeper 
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the polishing, the greater the plowing force. The adhesion force is related to the vertical 

projected area of the contact between the abrasive and the work piece [66]. Therefore, 

the transverse force and normal force increase with the depth as presented in Fig. 12. 

Compared with pure sliding motion, the transverse forces of rolling motion are smaller, 

but the normal forces are larger. As mentioned before, the rolling movement pushes the 

work piece atoms at the leading end of the abrasive downward during polishing [50], 

thus increasing the normal force but reducing the transverse force accordingly. 

 

Fig. 12. The curves of (a) the average transverse force and (b) the average normal force (V = 

100 m s-1, T = 1 eV). 

For a more detailed analysis of the removal and polishing mechanisms during 

abrasive movement, a schematic diagram of the nano-polishing process is provided in 

Fig. 13. A critical point A is labeled in the diagram, which relates to the critical atomic 

layer for forming a chip, and thus corresponds to the minimum uncut chip thickness 

hmin. Here we show that during nano-polishing of Invar, the wear mechanism is highly 

dependent on the position of point A. Different material removal mechanisms below 

and above point A (adhering, plowing and cutting, respectively) are considered in the 

formulation of the forces. When h < hmin, the sliding removal mechanism is mainly 

plowing. Given the infinitesimal forces on the abrasive edge during the plowing process, 

the adhesion friction coefficient is considered. With a simple force model for material 
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plowing below the stagnation point as shown in Fig. 13(c), there are two forces, namely 

the horizontal component dFpx and the vertical component dFpz, that can be expressed 

via the following equations [67, 68]: 

 
(sin cos )

tan( )
(cos sin )

px p a

p

pz p a

dF P dA

dF P dA

θ µ θ
θ β

θ µ θ
+

= = +
−

, (1) 

where Pp is the normal stress on the rounded tool edge, dA wRdθ=   is the normal 

contact area, w is the processing width of the abrasive, R is the abrasive radius, μa=tanβp 

is the adhesion friction coefficient, and βp is the friction angle between the abrasive and 

the uncut work piece. 

 

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram for material removal mechanism (a) and (b): h<hmin, (c) and (d): 

h>hmin. 

When h>hmin, the larger shear stress leads to chip formation as shown in Fig. 13(d). 

Assuming the conventional shear cutting force model, the horizontal component dFsx 

and the vertical component dFsz can be determined from the following equations [68, 

69]: 
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where τ is the shear strength, βs is the friction angle between the tool and a continuous 

chip, and ϕ is the shear angle. 

Complying the force equilibrium, an equation of stagnation angle θ is derived, 

with the shear angle ϕ being assumed to be almost equal to the stagnation angle θ in 

sliding motion [68]: 

 
cos
sx szdF dF

d rd d rd sinτ θ θ τ θ θ
=  (5) 

Combining Eq. (4) into Eq. (5), the following equation is obtained: 

 cot( ) cotsβ θ θ− =  (6) 

 
2

sβθ =  (7) 

Therefore, the minimum cutting thickness in sliding motion is determined by: 

 min (1 cos( )) (1 cos( ))
2

sh R R
βθ= − = −  (8) 

To allow better calculate the θ, the model of abrasive–work-piece contact is 

employed as shown in Fig. 14. In this study, based on the geometry in Fig. 13(d), we 

obtain: 

 1cot sx
s

sz

F

F
β θ −− =  (9) 

Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (9), θ is described as: 

 1 1cot cotsx
total

sz

F

F
θ µ− −= =  (10) 

Therefore, by simply recasting Eq. (8), the minimum cutting thickness can be written 
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as a function of friction coefficient: 

 1
min (1 cos(cot ))totalh R µ−= −  (11) 

The apparent friction coefficient can be approximately obtained as the sum of the 

adhesion and plowing components [70]. When the work piece is in the elastic 

deformation stage, the friction coefficient can be obtained via Hertzian contact theory 

[71]: 
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where 
* 2 2 1[(1 ) / (1 ) / ]i i s sE v E v E −= − + − is the reduced elastic modulus and Ei, vi, Es, vs 

represent the elastic moduli and Poisson’s ratios of diamond abrasive and Invar, 

respectively. 

 

Fig. 14. Schematic illustration of abrasive–work-piece contact configuration at h = hmin. 

When h is close to or exceeds hmin, the work piece is in the plastic deformation 

stage. In order to pursue a more accurate description of the plowing friction coefficient 

μpl, Lafaye et al. [72] incorporated the effect of elastic recovery into the calculation of 

the effective projected areas Al and An based on Goddard and Wilman’s model. Their 
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results yield: 
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where 
22a hR h= −  is the contact radius, h is the penetration depth, 

1 *sin 2 ( ) /H R h aEω −= −  is the rear angle accounting for the elastic recovery, H is 

the hardness of the work piece, and 2 2 2sinR aγ ω= −  is considered as a fictive radius 

of the abrasive. 

In fact, during the polishing process, work piece pile-up or a chip is formed in 

front of the abrasive, increasing the real contact area Al as shown in Fig. 14. The 

accumulated atoms ahead would increase plowing friction, which must be considered. 

When the polishing depth is close to hmin, the front pile-up height will reach a stable 

value with increasing polishing distance due to the side-flow of the protruding material 

[73]. Based on our simulation results, the accumulation height of pile-up in the plowing 

regime is approximately 1.5 times the polishing depth. Then Eq. (13) is modified as: 
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with 2 2 2cos 1.5b a hγ ω= − −  indicating the vertical distance between the pile-up tip 

and the center of the abrasive. 

By adding Eq. (12) and Eq. (14), the total friction coefficient is obtained: 
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For Invar, the elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, shear strength and hardness 

obtained by experiments are 123 GPa, 0.27, 348 MPa and 1.46 GPa, respectively. 

Therefore, according to Eq. (15) and Eq. (10), μtotal and θ are calculated to be 1.07 and 
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43° at a polishing depth of hmin (Fig. 14). The obtained minimum uncut chip thickness 

(5.4 Å), derived based on Eq. (11), is consistent with the results of our simulation (5– 

6 Å) in sliding motion. The result for sliding motion confirms the consistency and 

reasonability of the simulation and the theoretical analysis in this study. On the other 

hand, due to the complex motion of the abrasive during rolling motion, it is difficult to 

derive the exact value of the stagnation angle by means of classical mechanical relations. 

Although the above analysis is building on a basis for sliding motion, we believe that 

the simulation results can help to predict hmin during rotation. 

Considering that the minimum uncut chip thickness determines whether a chip is 

formed or not, it significantly affects the machining efficiency and the surface quality 

of the work piece, and thus contributing to the understanding of the nano-polishing 

mechanism in the material removal process. As a final note, the above findings imply 

that the minimum uncut chip thickness model can be determined from the stagnation 

angle, which is related to the friction angle and the abrasive radius. Therefore, the 

minimum uncut chip thickness can be identified approximately from the experimental 

cutting tests by identifying the friction angle. Furthermore, the model identifies the 

main parameters that affect the minimum cutting chip thickness. For a given abrasive 

radius and a surface crystal orientation, hmin will therefore depend on the shear strength, 

elastic moduli and hardness of the processed materials. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study we investigated the effects of polishing motion on the surface 

deformation and removal mechanism of an Invar work piece using MD simulations. 

The influence of the polishing parameters on polishing quality can be summarized as 

follows: 

(1) In the MD simulations, increasing the polishing speed resulted in a higher 
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MRR and reduced subsurface damage, but generated a rougher groove surface and 

promoted the formation of amorphous regions. With further speed increase, the 

polishing efficiency reached a critical value. Comparative validation results of 

experiments and simulations showed that the variation of MRR and surface roughness 

exhibit the same trend with different polishing speeds. 

(2) When polishing with rolling abrasives, increasing the rolling torque led to an 

increase in work piece temperature and a decrease in polishing force and MRR. The 

polishing quality can be optimized by applying the appropriate rolling torque, which 

however sacrifices MRR. 

(3) Compared to sliding motion, the rolling motion generates higher temperatures, 

lower MRR and a rougher surface morphology, and an appropriate increase of abrasive 

torque can reduce the thickness of the SDL. At greater polishing depth, the main 

removal mechanisms of the pure sliding process are plowing removal and cutting 

removal. In rolling motion, plowing is only present at greater polishing depth, and the 

plowing regime signals are not as strong as for pure sliding movement. 

(4) An expression for the minimum uncut chip thickness leading to the formation 

of chips was obtained based on the conventional shear cutting force model and 

abrasive– work-piece contact model. The plastic-deformation-induced chip formation 

during the nano-polishing process can be used to better identify the material removal 

mechanism considering the influence of material properties. 
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